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About This Content

Found in flight schools around the world, the classic Cessna 152 has landed on FSX: Steam Edition.

More than 7,500 C152s have been produced, with various options and modifications being introduced by the factory and added
by owners over the years. The C152 II variant includes an enhanced standard avionics and navigation package.

Developed by Carenado, the C152 II for FSX: Steam Edition includes two model types (with and without gear fairings) in four
liveries, with high quality textures, an animated pilot and accurate modelling of details including antennas, wheel chocks, fuel

caps and baggage area.

Features

Four coloured liveries.

Window reflections

Full 3D pilot figure with animations

Full propeller effects

Modelled details including pitot pressure chamber, antennas, wheel chocks, fuel caps, baggage area
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Animations include: ailerons, elevators, rudders, flaps, trim tab, rotating wheels, operating doors, animated sun visors,
operating door windows, glove compartment, fresh air outlets, vibrating radio antenna, opening ashtray, and the co-pilot
seat back also tilts forward.

Realistic aircraft performance based on real aircraft information and pilot observations

High fidelity custom sound set

Custom panel and gauges

Built-in zoom gauges featuring authentic lighting effects

Night light effects on panel

Yokes can be shown/hidden by mouse click in VC

Cast shadows on VC

External dynamic shadows cast

Normal and specular mapping

Bloom lights
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Very boring, unchallenging game, without any real educational merit for children learning how plants grow. Gameplay is limited
to clicking leaves when they fill up with sun, clicking roots when they need water... just clicking. There's very little planning, or
ability to grow your plant in any creative way... absolutely a waste of money, which I wouldn't even recomend for kids. Get
them a packet of seeds and some dirt instead.. Wonderful videogame!! If you are fan of Lemmings and Cut the Rope, this game
is PERFECT!!
Well, no more to say. Just play it!. Almost four hours of mellow ambient electronic music, very meditative and relaxing.
Definitely worth it in my book.. This is such a great IDEA for a game, but unfortunately, Alt-Frequencies is a really bad
execution of that idea. This concept definitely had potential, but this game is overpriced, really poorly executed, and not worth
your time.

My biggest issue with this game is the gameplay itself. The idea is that you listen to and send clips from a series of stations stuck
in a time-loop is neat, but from a game design perspective, it's really odd and tedious. There is a sending and receiving mechanic
where you record audio from a station and then send it to another - which sounds cool - but in practice is just really obtuse and
annoying. Which sucks, because this is the main game mechanic. For example, if you hear something you point out, but didn't
quite hit record soon enough - and since you can't reverse audio or go back a clip - you have to sit there and wait for the next
loop while the audio drones on and you keep hitting fast-forward until you can finally record it again. I understand the need to
create a sense of realism and flow, but this does it at the cost of creating an uninteresting and boring gameplay experience.

My other huge issue with this game - the voice acting. It's not awful, but EVERY actor seems like they're trying to over-
enthusiastically read their lines and\/or perform as fake characters on a radio-drama. Just doesn't stick the landing, especially for
a game that's voice and audio driven. I understand that it's an indie team who probably can't hire all professional voice actors,
but when every actor sounds like a poorly acted ham-fisted attempt at a peppy radio DJ, it just gets really, really annoying.

Controls are by default set to a scheme that you're expected to know before the tutorial starts, and while you can map them to
the screen, the UI system is also incredibly unintuitive, which is odd considering the game's controls are so simple. It's a tad
ironic too, considering the tutorial is one of the most over-acted and patronizing tutorials I've ever played through, but I still had
trouble really understanding how it worked until I actually started playing the real game.

Art direction is pretty bland, too, but that's not a major issue. Most of the game is spent looking at a painting of a radio over
some dialogue boxes. Some variation or even some environmental storytelling\/ideas like Stories Untold could've made this
game really stand out.

I wanted to like this game, I went into it super excited. Its concept and idea really intrigued me, but all the little things I disliked
about it really compounded as the game went on. Stories Untold is a far better execution of a similar concept, would recommend
checking out that instead.. In principle, not a bad shooter, worth the money. Hope they add more weapons.. This game has
amazing detail.
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This experience was absolutely stunning from start to end. I've always loved narrative driven games like the former TellTale
games and this could be the stepping stone toward that idea for vr. The idea of the "Awake" story really started to freak me out
a little, like I took the Red Pill just by putting on the headset IRL. The only thing that took away from the experience was my
lack of space. With no locomotion in game, you are at the will of your own two feet. In a more appropriate play area, the
immersion can really pull you in i'm sure. The play area requirement by no means is a negative to the game, just more of a
personal hassle (afraid of punching through my TV or Monitor). I'm very excited to see more episodes of this story released, and
looking to see what other environments Start VR will drop us into.. This is a beautiful piece of art. 22/-0. A family whose
wardrobe was snuck off the Assassin's Creed set spend hours moping about loss while walking around three fantasy settings (and
another on the backlot used in Silent Hill) solving non-challenging puzzles that aren't relevant to the plot.

Also, gnocchi is only served on Thursdays.

Rating: 5/10
A tragic misalignment of visual style and substance. If artistic rumination on depression, death and loss spark your
interest, Dear Esther and The Town of Light do a far better job. But... it IS pretty.. Very relaxing and enjoyable game,
looking forwards to even more new levels.. Game seems to lack any real atmosphere at all and overly feels rather cheap in it's
deaths. Obviously pandering to the FNAF crowd [which I just so happen to be part of], what appears to be a rather unique and
quirky little horror game is actually quite the monotonus and eventually pretty dull experience. What ruins it for me is the
flashlight. You have to mash your space bar in order to get it to work sometimes, which again, sounds like a great idea. But it
will end up causing you to game over as you fall victim to the Molestation Goat and his numerous buddies as you couldn't flash
him in time. It feels like a genuine attempt to cause the player to panic which would help add tension, but it's just straight up
infuriating. Even more so when you have to keep the flashlight on when exiting a level.

Unlike most horror games, there's no real build up, no tension and the jumpscares end up becoming a genuine annoyance after
the first initial few. They really lose their impact very quickly. Even the plot almost seems non-existant and is presented to us in
some rather crude Max Payne-style comic book panels.Game looks nice enough and is marketed pretty well on it's store page,
but once you get into it, it's just a rather dull experience sadly. Shame really, as it looked like it had great potential.. Best
streamer simulator 2016 (Y). pretty bad game waste of money do not buy!. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing exploiting steam so i
can't refund this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665game.. Works well on Linux Mint 17.3.. Played so far for only 20
mintues. Im relaxed. I play some more and more and more. Ty Killgame A+

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=FpnZBmXEk7E&t=3s
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